Installation Manual Cutout-Detail.

DETAILS TYPICAL FOR ALL SCE SINGLE DOOR, AND MULTI DOOR XM STYLE ENCLOSURES

SCE-EXD INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

SEE SHEET 2 FOR MOUNTING DETAILS
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14.17 SCE-72XM****
19.67 SCE-84XM****
22.67 SCE-90XM****

TOP VIEW

DETAIL A
(Scale: 2)

DRILL (2) CLEARANCE HOLES FOR 10-32 HARDWARE 2pcs IF SCE-EXD ENCLOSURE IS FLUSH WITH THE TOP OF THE MAIN ENCLOSURE OR OFFSET FROM THE TOP.

DETAIL B
(Scale: 2)

DRILL (2) CLEARANCE HOLES FOR 10-32 HARDWARE 2pcs IF SCE-EXD ENCLOSURE IS OFFSET FROM THE TOP THE ENCLOSURE. THE BRACKET AND FASTENERS ARE NOT REQUIRED IF THE SCE-EXD ENCLOSURE IS FLUSH WITH THE TOP THE MAIN ENCLOSURE.

FRONT VIEW

RIGHT SIDE VIEW
(SCE-EXD18 REMOVED)
SCE-EXD INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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SCE-EXD18 DRILL DETAIL